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THEORIES AND CAUSES 
             
 
We must acknowledge that nearly all child and family disturbances result from multiple, interacting risk 

factors and processes. 

 

Contextual events in the family or school environment exert considerable influence over an individual’s 

course of development. Therefore, a given child’s problems must be considered in relation to multiple 

levels of influence: 

• individual,  

• family,  

• community, and  

• culture— 

rather than be attributed to any one factor.  

 

Some influences (such as biological factors and the effects of environmental factors) are contained 

within the child, whereas many others (such as family patterns and cultural norms) lie at various 

distances from the child’s immediate surroundings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2  

Let’s begin by considering Jorge’s situation (next page) and his parents’ complaints, which raise important issues.  

• Could Jorge have mild intellectual disability that impairs his learning?  

• Is Jorge’s mother right about his having a learning disability?  

• Does Jorge have a specific communication or learning problem unrelated to intellectual disability that affects 

his schoolwork?  

• Perhaps his school and family environments have contributed to his learning difficulties and fear of school. Did 

his parents and teachers expect him to fail?  

• Has he been given much assistance? Has he been abused or neglected at home?  

 



WHAT IS CAUSING JORGE’S PROBLEMS?  

 

 

Suppose you were asked to interview Jorge, his teachers, and his parents to find out why schoolwork is 

difficult for him. How would you go about this task? What information do you feel would be essential to 

know, and what plan might you follow to organize and explore the many possible reasons for his 

problem?  

• Most likely, you would form a working theory to help you in determining what to ask and why.  

• At first, your theory might be very basic and unrefined. Jorge’s problem in school might be 

connected to the negative comments and pressure he is getting from his parents and teacher.  

• As you proceed, your theory about Jorge’s problem would likely expand and become more 

detailed, allowing you to probe with more precise questions. 

 


